In this paper, we present methods of transliteration and back-transliteration. In Korean technical documents and web documents, many English words and Japanese words are transliterated into Korean words. These transliterated words are usually technical terms and proper nouns, so it is hard to find them in a dictionary. Therefore an automatic transliteration system is needed. Previous transliteration models restrict an information length to two or three letters per letter. However, most transliteration phenomena cannot be explained with a single standard rule especially in Korean. Various rules such as the origin of a word and profession of users are applied to each transliteration. The restriction of information length may lose the discriminative information of each transliteration rule. In this paper, we propose the methods that find similar words which have the longest overlap with an input word. To find similar words without the loss of each transliteration rule, phoneme chunks that do not have a length limit are used. By merging phoneme chunks, an input word is transliterated. With our proposed method, we could get 86% character accuracy and 53% word accuracy in an English-to-Korean transliteration test.
Introduction
In Korean technical documents, many foreign language words are used in their original forms. They can also appear transliterated into Korean words. Although Japanese words are not used in their original forms as much as English words, they are also transliterated into Korean words in various forms. Figure 1 shows the examples of transliteration. Digits in brackets show the number of resulting documents from Korean Google a Web search engine. Most transliterations are based on the pronunciation of a source language word. However, some transliteration is based on a representative sound of each letter. For a http://www.google.co.kr. example, the representative sound of letter 'a' is /a/. So 'digital' is transliterated as 'n t » 1 Ï(DIJITAL)'. b The Japanese word 'ÜÇ£-' in Figure 1 is originated from the English word 'body'. So there are two transliterations. ' n (BADI)' is based on the pronunciation of English word 'body' and ' Ðn (BODI)' is based on the pronunciation of Japanese word 'ÜÇ£-'.
A transliteration system is needed to pronounce newly imported foreign words. Text-to-speech is one area in which transliteration can be applied. Another area to which transliteration can be applied is in Information Retrieval. In Information Retrieval, these various transliterations cannot be ignored. If the same words are treated as different ones, the calculation based on the frequency of word would produce misleading results. Previous experiments showed that the effectiveness of Information Retrieval increases when various forms including English words were treated equivalently [1, 2] . For example, we have to find ' Ðn (BODI)' and ' n (BADI)' in Korean documents with Japanese word 'ÜÇ£-'. Then we have to treat ' Ðn (BODI)' and ' n (BADI)' equivalently. We may use a dictionary to find the correct transliteration or the pronunciation of a given word. However, it is not feasible because transliterated words are usually technical terms and proper nouns, which can often be missing from dictionaries. Therefore an automatic transliteration system is needed to find a transliteration without manual intervention.
There have been some studies on English to Korean (E-K) transliteration [2, 3] and English to Japanese (E-J) transliteration [4] . They tried to explain transliteration as a phoneme-per-phoneme c or phoneme-per-letter classification problem. They restricted the information length to two or three units before and after an input unit.
Usually newly imported foreign words are transliterated with many rules. Some of them disappeared and others survived as time goes by. However, there is the recommended standard rule d for E-K transliteration. The standard rule encourages a transliteration based on the pronunciation of a word. However, frequently b The word in parentheses is the Romanization of a Korean word. c In this paper, phoneme means a pronunciation unit. used words that violate the standard rule are also accepted as the standard forms. Transliteration rules can be divided into a transliteration based on the representative sound of a letter and a transliteration based on the pronunciation of a word. Pronunciations are also divided into Japanese style, European style and English style. Since these transliterations are not based on the standard rule, the restriction of information length such as bigram or trigram does not provide enough context to explain these different transliteration rules. We have to find the meaningful and discriminative unit that shows each rule. For example, 'a' in 'ace' is transliterated into '\ s (EI)' but in 'acetic', '# Q(EO)' and in 'acetone', ' (A)'. If we restrict the context to the two letters following the letter to transliterate, then we cannot provide unambiguous rules for these transliterations. For all three words in this example, the same context (-ce) is found for the initial 'a' to transliterate.
Our method is based on the simple heuristic that it is effective to find the longest matching words from training data. We calculate the score of each transliteration candidate with known transliteration phenomena (phoneme chunks). By merging phoneme chunks, as we will show in Section 4, a correct transliteration is achieved. In this paper, we propose English to Korean (E-K) and Japanese to Korean (J-K) transliteration models based on scored phoneme chunks that do not have a length limit and can explain transliteration phenomena.
Some of the previous methods used a post-processing mechanism to correct errors. Knight eliminated a non-existent character sequence [4] . Jeong et al. used a dictionary to select a correct English word among top 10 candidates [2] [5] . In this paper, we do not discuss post-processing. A core module of an automatic transliteration system is proposed. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, previous transliteration methods are surveyed. In Section 3, we propose an alignment method to make training data. In Sections 4 and 5, we propose phoneme chunks based on transliteration and back-transliteration. In Section 6, the results of experiments are presented. Finally, the conclusion follows in Section 7.
Transliteration
Transliteration methods are divided into two methods, the pivot method and the direct method, regardless of whether there is a pronunciation converting stage or not.
Pivot method
In the pivot method, transliteration is done in two stages: converting a source language word into pronunciation symbols and then converting these symbols into a target language word [4, 6] . For example, the English word 'body' is transcribed into [badi] , then transliterated into Korean word ' n (BADI)' (Figure 2 ). Knight and Graehl used one more stage. They converted source language pronunciation symbols into target language pronunciation symbols [4] . In this step, they converted a non-existent sound to a similar target language sound and made an incorrect pronunciation on purpose. The pivot method is good for pronunciation based transliteration cases. However, it is hard to transliterate unknown words that are not found in a pronunciation dictionary with the pivot method. 
Direct method
In the direct method, a source language word is directly converted to a target language word without an intermediate step [6] . For example, English word 'body' is transliterated into Korean word ' n (BADI)' without the information of pronunciation ( Figure 3 ). The direct method is good for representative sound based transliteration cases [3] . Since some transliteration is not solely based on the pronunciation of a given word, previous experiments showed that the direct method was better than the pivot method in finding variations of transliteration [6] . The direct method is better for unknown words or proper nouns that cannot be found in a pronunciation dictionary. Since newly imported foreign words are not in a dictionary, we use the direct method in this paper.
To implement the direct method, a Bayesian model, a Maximum Entropy model, a neural network and a decision tree were used [7] . We briefly explain these methods.
Bayesian model
A source language word is divided into a phoneme sequence or a letter sequence as (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ). Then a corresponding target word is represented as (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ). If a corresponding character (t i ) does not exist, we fill the blank with '-' letter. For example, English word 'dressing' and Korean word '× ¼Y U@ ç (DEURESING)' are represented as seen in Figure 4 . The upper one in Figure 4 is divided into an English phoneme unit and the lower one is divided into a letter unit. The goal of a statistical transliteration method is to find out the most probable transliteration for a given word [6] . Let p(T ) be the probability of a target language word T , then, for a given source language word S, the transliteration probability of a word T can be written as p(T |S). By using Bayes' theorem, the transliteration problem can be rewritten as follows.
With the Markov Independent Assumption, p(T ) and p(S|T ) are approximated as follows.
Since the pronunciation of a given word is not known, all possible phoneme sequences are considered. For example, 'data' has the following possible phoneme sequences, 'd-a-t-a, d-at-a, da-ta, . . .'.
Jeong et al. also used this equation for E-K back-transliteration [2] . Jung et al. extended the length of information for E-K transliteration (Extended Markov Window). They used two more units for Markov window [8] .
These Bayesian models use the Viterbi algorithm to find the best one. They also use the Tree-trellis algorithm to get N-best candidates [9] .
Neural network and decision tree
Methods based on neural network and decision tree deterministically decide a target character for a given source input. These methods take two or three letters or phonemes as an input and generate a target phoneme as an output. Kim et al. proposed a neural network method that used two surrounding phonemes as an input [10] . Kang proposed a decision tree method that used six surrounding letters [1] . However if an input does not cover a proper transliteration, both methods cannot get a correct answer.
Memory-based learning
MBL is a well-known classification-based supervised learning approach. It constructs a classifier for a task by storing a set of examples. Each example associates a feature vector with one of a finite number of classes. Given a new feature vector, the classifier extrapolates its class from those of the most similar feature vectors in memory. The metric defining similarity can be automatically adapted to the task at hand. These methods take two or three letters or phonemes as an input and generate a target language letter or phoneme as an output. To compare our results, TiMBL [11] , a Memory-Based Learning software package, is used. TiMBL is a well known machine learning package and shows good performance in various problems.
Alignment
To make training data, a source language word is aligned with a target language word in a certain unit: letter or phoneme. With aligned data, information for transliteration phenomena is extracted automatically.
English, Japanese and Korean are phonograms. An original word and its transliteration have a similar pronunciation. We propose a language independent simple aligning method. A vowel is usually aligned with a vowel, and a consonant is aligned with a consonant. A source language word is divided into a letter sequence as (s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ). A target language word is divided into a letter sequence as (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a m ). A corresponding target chunk of s i is expressed as a f rom, to . a f rom, to means a target chunk is composed of letters from a f rom to a to . To represent an empty string, 'from' and 'to' are set to 0. An aligned result can be expressed as follows.
For example, the lower one in Figure 4 can be expressed as follows.
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An alignment problem can be defined as follows.
To calculate the score of each aligned result, the first sounds of each letter are recorded ( Figure 6 ). The first sound of a letter is the first phonetic symbol of possible pronunciation. Since there are sounds that do not exist in a certain language, accuracy is not important. First sounds are expressed roughly, so 't' has not only /t/ but also /s/ and /d/ as its first sounds. The first sound of a unit is the first sound of the first letter in a unit. Evenly distributed same first sound alignment is encouraged and empty string alignment except continuous vowels is discouraged. In case of continuous vowels, one of them may be aligned to an empty string. To impose these restrictions, the following score rules are used.
1.
If s i and a fi,ti have the same first sound, then we give score 1 as the score. 2. If s i is a consonant (vowel) and a fi,ti starts with a consonant (vowel), then we give score 2 as the score.
3. If a fi,ti is an empty string and the preceding s i−1 is a vowel, then we give score 3 as the score. 4. If a vowel s i is aligned with an empty string, then we give score 4 as the score. 5. If a consonant s i is aligned with an empty string, then we give score 6 as the score. 6. We give score 5 as the score for others. score i has following properties.
k is the maximum length of expected input words. score 1 gets the highest score. The summation of multiple score 2 s cannot be larger than score 1 . In this paper, we set score 1 to 1.0, score 2 to 0.1, score 3 to 0, score 4 to −0.001, score 5 to −0.01 and score 6 to −0.1 since the length of a word is usually smaller than 10. The max score sequence can be obtained efficiently with a dynamic programming technique. For example, the Japanese word 'ÜÇ£-' can have the following scores.
хjW : (BODI) To get a phoneme to phoneme alignment result, a phoneme-per-letter aligned result is transformed. If a source language letter is aligned with an empty string, then it is added to a previous letter. We eliminate empty string alignment. The Korean word '× ¼Y Ud ç (DEURESING)' can be aligned with the English word 'dressing' as a phoneme-per-letter unit (Figure 8) . From a phoneme-per-letter aligned result, a phoneme-per-phoneme aligned result is obtained.
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Transliteration Using a Network of Phoneme Chunks
For unknown data, a transliterated word can be guessed with handwritten rules. We can also predict transliteration candidates with experimental information. With known English and Korean transliteration pairs, possible transliteration can be assumed without linguistic knowledge. For example, 'scalar' has common parts with 'scale:Û ¼H { 9 (SEUKEIL)', 'casino: t (KAJINO)', 'koala: ï· ú (KOALRA)', and 'car: (KA)'. Possible transliteration can be assumed with these words and their transliterations (Figure 9 ). From 'scale' and its transliteration 'Û ¼H { 9 (SEUKEIL)', the 'sc' in 'scalar' can be transliterated to 'Û ¼(SEUK)'. From a 'casino' example, 'c/ß ¼(K)' has more evidence. Our score is based on the simple heuristic that a selected example that has a longer overlap is better than other examples in explaining an overlapped part. In the previous example, 'scale' has the longest overlap with 'scalar' and 'koala' has the next. By merging these two examples, we can have a correct transliteration. To express and calculate the usefulness of each overlap, phoneme chunks are used in this paper. 
Extraction of phoneme chunks
From aligned training data, phoneme chunks are extracted. First, all possible subsets of the given aligned pair are enumerated. During enumerating subsets, we add start and end position information. From an aligned pair 'dressing' and '× ¼Y U @ ç (DEURESING)' (Figure 4) , we can get subsets as Table 1 . We assign a score to each phoneme chunk with Eq. (10).
e @ means the start and end position of a word. 
context in Eq. (10) stands for given English letters, and output stands for its transliteration. C(x) means the frequency of x in training data. Eq. (10) implies that the ambiguous phenomenon gets a low score. To compensate for the length of phoneme, we multiply the length of phoneme by the score of the phoneme chunk. This chunk score does not mean the score of a given transliteration phenomenon. We can know the real score of a chunk, after all overlapping phoneme chunks are applied. The chunk that has some common part with other chunks gives context information to them. Therefore a chunk is not only a calculation unit but also a means to calculate the score of other chunks. Although we calculate and apply a score with a chunk unit, the best transliteration is selected with a phoneme or letter unit. Therefore the score of each unit is needed. The score of a chunk is transmitted to each unit.
We also extract the connection information from aligned training data. With the obtained connection information, impossible connections of Korean characters and impossible English phoneme sequences are excluded. For example, Table 2 shows the extracted connection information with 'dressing' example. 
A transliteration network
For a given word, all possible phonemes are extracted and then a transliteration network is made. Each node in a network has source language characters and corresponding target language characters. Nodes are connected by sequence order. For example, 'scalar' has the transliteration network as seen in Figure 10 . In this network, we disconnect some nodes with extracted connection information.
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After drawing the transliteration network, all possible phoneme chunks are applied to the network. Trie-Indexing method is used to find possible phoneme chunks. Each node increases its own score with the score of phoneme symbol in phoneme chunks. By overlapping the score, nodes in a long chunk get a high score ( Figure 11 ). Then we get the best path that has the highest sum of scores, with the Viterbi algorithm. The Tree-Trellis algorithm is used to get the variations. 
Back-Transliteration
Back-Transliteration problem is more difficult than transliteration. During transliteration, different letters are treated equivalently. For example, 'f, p' and 'v, b' are transliterated into 'á Ô(PEU)' and '(B)', respectively and the long sound and short sound are also treated equivalently in Korean. Therefore the ambiguity of the problem is increased.
In back-transliteration, a source language word and a target language word switch their roles. The Korean word '× ¼Y U@ ç (DEURESING)' is aligned with English word 'dressing' in a phoneme unit and a letter unit as follows (Figure 12 ). 
Experiments
Experiments were conducted in two points of view, the accuracy test and the coverage test.
Test sets
Three data sets are used for an accuracy test and one data set for a variation coverage test. Test Set I consists of 1,650 English and Korean word pairs that are aligned in a phoneme and a letter unit. It had been made by Lee et al. [6] and tested by many methods. To compare our method with other published results, we used this data set. We used the same training data (1,500 words) and test data (150 words). Test Set II consists of 7,185 English and Korean word pairs. It had been made and aligned by Kang and Choi [1] . Test Set II is used to show the relation between the size of training data and the accuracy of transliteration. 90% of each size is used as training data and 10% as test data. For a variation coverage test, we used Test Set III that was extracted from KTSET 2.0 [12] . KTSET 2.0 is made as Information Retrieval Test Collection. Test Set III consists of 2,391 English words and their transliterations. Test Set IV consists of 1,550 Japanese and Korean word pairs. We extracted pairs from a Korean-Japanese Dictionary [13] . To automatically extract transliterated words, we extracted a Japanese word that was written in katakana. Although we used a Korean-Japanese dictionary, we assigned a frequently used Korean word for each katakana word. This implies that there are multiple rules for transliteration.
Alignment test
We aligned Test Set I and II with our proposed method. Table 3 shows the result of alignment. Char precision and word precision in Table 3 show the percentage of correct alignment in a character unit and a word unit, respectively.
From the result, 76% of errors are caused by an empty string alignment problem. Our scoring rules prefer the sequence of an empty string after a vowel when two Transliteration Using a Network of Phoneme Chunks 13 continuous vowels are aligned with an empty string and a vowel. However, there were errors that contradict this heuristic. Another problem in our method is the first sound matching problem. Our proposed simple method treats first sounds of a given letter equivalently. For example, 'o' has /u/ and /o/ as first sounds. We assigned the same scores. However, in most cases, 'o' can be aligned with /u/ sound. We should prefer /o/ sound. To compensate for these cases, the order of first sounds is needed. The other errors usually originated from insufficient first sound tables.
Evaluation functions
Accuracy is measured by the percentage of correct transliterations. We call it as word accuracy (W.A.). We use one more measure called character accuracy (C.A.) that measures the character edit distance between a correct word and a generated word. Although transliteration is not correct, a text-to-speech system makes a similar pronunciation. C.A. is a good measure to see the similarity of pronunciation W.A. = no. of correct words no. of generated words (11)
14 In-Ho Kang and Gil Chang Kim where L is the length of the original string, and i, d, and s are the number of insertion, deletion and substitution, respectively. If the dividend is negative (when L < (i + d + s)), we consider it as zero [14] . For a real usage test, we use coverage that considers real usage. We evaluate both for the term frequency (tf ) and the document frequency (df ), where tf is the number of term appearance in the documents and df is the number of documents that contain the term. If we set the usage tf (or df ) of the transliteration results to 1 for each transliteration result, we can calculate the transliteration coverage for the unique word types, single frequency (sf ) [6] . coverage = (tf, df, sf ) of correctly transliterated words (tf, df, sf ) of input words .
Accuracy tests
We produced four results (P Ca, P Cp, P Ca , P Cp ). P C stands for phoneme chunks based method and a and p stand for a letter to phoneme alignment and a phoneme to phoneme alignment, respectively. P Ca and P Cp used our aligned data. We compare our results with a Bayesian based model (BS) [6] , a Maximum Entropy based model (MEM) [3] , a Neural Network based model (NN) [10] , and a Decision Tree based model (DT) [1] . MEM used up to five phonemes in a feature function. Nine feature functions are combined with Maximum Entropy Method [3] . We also test with MBL method (TiMBL). We used six surrounding letters as an input. Table 4 shows the result of E-K transliteration and back-transliteration test with Test Set I. '-' in a table means there is no published result.
From the result, our proposed methods showed better performance than other previous methods. P Ca showed similar performance with P Ca. However, P Cp showed lower performance than P Cp. Since a phoneme unit aligned result originated from a letter unit aligned result, the error of a letter unit is passed on to a phoneme unit alignment. Tables 5 and 6 show the randomly selected examples of transliterations and back-transliterations with P Ca. The first column in Table 5 has an input English word and the second column has the result of E-K transliteration. Likewise the first column in Table 6 has an input Korean word and the second column has the result of E-K back-transliteration. We can find the correct transliteration of a given English word in the first column of Table 6 . Also we can find the correct English word in the first column of Table 5 .
Our training data and test data include various languages. Some word pairs are from Portuguese and some are from French. For example, 'resistance' is transliterated to 'Y Ut Û ¼ ½ ÓÛ ¼(REJISEUTANGSEU)'. This transliteration is not easy to guess with training data. These various language sources make a transliteration problem more difficult. Table 5 . Example: Transliteration results.
English word E-K transliteration English word E-K transliteration Korean word
f With 20 higher ranked results.
16 In-Ho Kang and Gil Chang Kim Table 7 shows the performance with Test Set II. Extended Markov in the table stands for the Extended Markov Window [8] . They used 8,368 word pairs and transliterated based on the pivot method with a pronunciation dictionary. From the result, our simple heuristic is better than Extended Markov Window even though the size of training data is smaller than that of Extended Markov Window. This implies that we lose good information if we restrict the length of contextual information. Figures 14 and 15 show the results of our proposed method with variation of training data size. We compare our result with the decision tree based method [1] . P Cp shows a good result in transliteration and P Ca shows a good result in back-transliteration. However, when we have enough training data, the difference between P Cp and P Ca is small. Table 8 shows the result of J-K transliteration. P Ca is the chunk based model that uses our aligning method. TiMBL used six surrounding letters as an input. From Table 4 , we can tell TiMBL and DT show similar result in transliteration.
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Variation coverage tests
To compare our result P Cp with [6] , we trained our methods with the training data of Test Set I. In BS, they use 20 high rank results, but we use just 5 results. Table 9 shows the coverage of our proposed method. From Table 9 , we know that our proposed method can cover about 80% of real word usage. Figure 16 shows the increase of coverage with the number of outputs. 
6. Discussion Table 10 shows the length of information and the kind of information of each method. The results of experiments and information usage show that MEM combines various types of information better than DT and NN. BS does not use a previous letter (s i−1 ) but use previous outputs (t i−1 , t i−2 ) to calculate the current output's probability. BS gets the lowest accuracy. It means that the surrounding letters give more information than previous output. In other words, E-K transliteration is not the phoneme-per-letter or phoneme-per-phoneme classification problem. An input unit and an output unit are exceeding the length of a letter and a phoneme. E-K transliteration is a chunk-per-chunk classification problem. We restricted the length of information, to see the effect of previous outputs. Figure 17 shows the results.
With the same length of information, we got higher C.A. and W.A. than other methods. It means previous outputs give good information and our chunk-based heuristic is a good method. 
Conclusions
Foreign words in technical documents and web documents have many transliterations. Because a source language word and its transliterations have the same meaning, we cannot neglect transliterations in calculating a frequency. In this paper, we proposed methods of transliteration and back-transliteration using a network of phoneme chunks. In order to make training data, we used a simple but effective rule-based method for aligning a source language word and a target language word. Our mechanism prefers evenly distributed same first sound alignment. There is the recommended standard rule for E-K transliteration. However, many rules are accepted for transliteration. Therefore, consistency is not observed if we restrict the length of information. In this paper, we showed that transliteration is neither a phoneme-per-phoneme nor a phoneme-per-letter classification problem. We proposed phoneme chunks that do not have a length limit and can explain transliteration phenomena. A given word is transliterated in three stages. At the first stage, a phoneme network that shows all possible transliteration candidates of the given word is constructed. At the second stage, phoneme chunks extracted from training data are applied to calculate the score of each possible transliteration. Then the best transliteration of the given word is obtained with the Viterbi method at the third stage. Our method is simple and does not need a complex learning method and a combining method for various length of information. The change of an information length does not affect the internal representation of the problem.
With our proposed method, we can get 86% character accuracy and 53% word accuracy in an English-to-Korean transliteration test. Our proposed method does not use a special linguistic knowledge and is not language specific. Therefore our method can be used for other language transliteration systems without any change.
For future work, we need a decision method that tells whether a given word is from English or European. There is a big difference between English and other European languages in the pronunciation rule and the transliteration rule. If we know the origin of a foreign word [15] , we can guess its transliteration more correctly.
